The state of the art HLCSLP main plant of Gaolangang base of Kinwong in
Zhuhai was successfully capped
On the morning of July 11, 2020, the state of the art HLC/SLP main plant of Gaolangang base of
Kinwong in Zhuhai was successfully capped. Zhuo Yong, Vice Chairman and Liu Yu, Vice President
of the group, together with the leaders of the PCB business group and guests from various partners,
witnessed this important moment together.

The capping ceremony

At 8:15 A.M., with the salute and fireworks at the site, leaders and guests brandished gold shovels
and worked together to pour the last piece of concrete, and the capping ceremony came to a
successful end!

The main plant of Gaolangang Base of Kinwong in Zhuhai was successfully capped
The Zhuhai Kinwong HLC/SLP industrialization project was officially started on October 12, 2019.
With thorough planning and deployment of the company, joint efforts of the project team and
various partners overcoming the difficulties, many barriers caused by COVID-19 were broken up
and the construction target was reached on time with good quality. With 9 months of construction,
the engineering of the main plant was completed successfully, demonstrating the perseverance
and dedication of Kinwong staff!

On-site work meeting
After the ceremony, the leading group of the company held an on-site work meeting listening to
the work report of the project team. At present, the main part of the project was completed about
90%, and some individual units entered the construction stage of decoration. All the work is being
carried out smoothly. On the meeting, leaders gave full affirmation to the project team and
extended appreciation to the great support of all partners. Liu Yu, Vice President, stressed his

requirements for the engineering safety and quality again. Zhuo Yong, Vice Chairman, said that the
company would do a good job for the promotion of the follow-up project funds. Let’s look forward
to the completing and running of the Zhuhai Kinwong HLC/SLP industrialization project!

Introduction to project
The Zhuhai Kinwong HLC/SLP industrialization project plans to build two intelligent plants, one is
HLC plant which will have capability of over 60 layers, with 14 layers in average and above, the
other one is high-end SLP plant with interconnected random layers and mSAP capacity. Kinwong
plans to have deep cooperation and customized development with global leading intelligent
equipment manufacturers introducing the cutting-edge automatic, intelligent and IT-based
equipment and facilities, embracing the domestic most advanced intelligent manufacturing, lean
production, quality control and product development system, and creating a new generation
intelligent plant capable of fast turnaround, flexible manufacturing and lean production.

